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This book provides information on situation of laws
of forced internal displacement and guiding
principles of United Nations Organization includes
in the first chapter.
In the second chapter, discusses the brief analysis
on Pakistan’s internal displacement and also
common problems and their causes.
Forced internal displacement in South Asia with
reference to principles of UNO and provides draft
of internal displacement of UNO in third and fourth
chapter.
The last chapter provides the contact list of
organizations that are working in this issue directly
or indirectly in Pakistan.
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The Pakistan flood of 2010 has been citied as
unprecedented and amongst the most devastating
natural calamities of contemporary times.
The report suggests a move away from the usual
approach of demarcating areas according to intensity of
disaster or creating economically weighed zones around
poverty indicators of most developed or least developed
districts. With reference to a gender-specific lens, it
may be of relevance to consider a more sociologically
attuned mapping that amalgamates districts into cultural
zones that challenge provincial boundaries.

